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PLAINTIFFS �  REPLY IN SUPPORT OF EMERGENCY MOTION TO COMPEL
THE DEPOSITION OF HIROYUKI KITA, OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE,

TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF HIROYUKI KITA

I. Introduction

AsAs the Court is aware, Defendant BridgeAs the Court is aware, Defendant BridgestoAs the Court is aware, Defendant Bridgestone Corporation ( � Bridgestone � ) has sought to

extricateextricate itself extricate itself fextricate itself from these proceedings by filing a motion to dismiss asserting the absence of personal

jurisdiction.jurisdiction.  In suppjurisdiction.  In support of that motion, Bridgestone relies entirely upon the affidavit of Hiroyuki

Kita.Kita.  Bridgestone refuses to produce Mr. Kita for a deposition,Kita.  Bridgestone refuses to produce Mr. Kita for a deposition, hoKita.  Bridgestone refuses to produce Mr. Kita for a deposition, however.   As a result, Plaintiffs

filedfiled an Emergency Motion to Compfiled an Emergency Motion to Compel thefiled an Emergency Motion to Compel the Deposition of Hiroyuki Kita, or, in the Alternative, to

StrStrikeStrike Strike the Affidavit of Hiroyuki Kita ( �Plaintiffs � Motion �).  Bridgestone filed Defendant

BridgestoneBridgestone Corporation � sBridgestone Corporation � s Brief in Opposition to Emergency MotionBridgestone Corporation � s Brief in Opposition to Emergency Motion to Compel the Deposition of

HiroyukiHiroyuki Kita, or, in the AlternHiroyuki Kita, or, in the Alternative, toHiroyuki Kita, or, in the Alternative, to Strike the Affidavit of Hiroyuki Kita ( �Defendant �s

Response �).Response � ).  For the reaResponse � ).  For the reasons exResponse � ).  For the reasons expressed in Plaintiffs � Motion,  and for the reasons stated in this

Reply, Plaintiffs �  Motion should be granted.
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II. Discussion

a. Bridgestone � s claims with respect to timeliness are unfounded.

BridgestoneBridgestone devotes much Bridgestone devotes much of iBridgestone devotes much of its Response to complaining that Plaintiffs have waited too

longlong to depose Mr. Kita.  Defendant �s Response, at 1-3, 4, long to depose Mr. Kita.  Defendant �s Response, at 1-3, 4, 5, 7long to depose Mr. Kita.  Defendant �s Response, at 1-3, 4, 5, 7.  Bridgestone �s argument with

respectrespect to timeliness ignores therespect to timeliness ignores the record in this matter. respect to timeliness ignores the record in this matter.  Plaintiffs have pursued discovery on the issue

ofof jurisdiction overof jurisdiction over Bridgestone with all due speed and diligence. of jurisdiction over Bridgestone with all due speed and diligence.  Written discovery was served on

FebruFebruaryFebruary 16February 16, 2001, two weeks after Bridgestone �s Motion to Dismiss was filed.  Notices of

depositiondeposition pursuant deposition pursuant todeposition pursuant to F.R.Civ.P. 30(b)(6) were served on Bridgestone Corporation shortly

thereaftethereafter,thereafter, in orthereafter, in order to allow Plaintiffs � counsel time  to review written materials prior to

examination.examination. (Ex. 1, Notice of Depositionexamination. (Ex. 1, Notice of Deposition and Subpoena Duces Tecum to Bridgestoneexamination. (Ex. 1, Notice of Deposition and Subpoena Duces Tecum to Bridgestone Corporation,

dated and served March 7, 2001.)  

PlaintiffPlaintiffsPlaintiffs requested depositions of persons most knowledgeable on the narrow issues

involvedinvolved in the jurisdictional analysis.  (Seeinvolved in the jurisdictional analysis.  (See Ex. 1.)  It wasinvolved in the jurisdictional analysis.  (See Ex. 1.)  It was contemplated that Mr. Kita - as the sole

affiantaffiant - would be among those designated. Rather than identify individuals such as Mr. Kitaaffiant - would be among those designated. Rather than identify individuals such as Mr. Kita with

factualfactual ifactual information to support its jurisdictional arguments, Bridgestone refused to produce any

pepersonspersons with such knowledge and instead served only objections.  (Ex. 2, Defendant Brpersons with such knowledge and instead served only objections.  (Ex. 2, Defendant Bridgestonpersons with such knowledge and instead served only objections.  (Ex. 2, Defendant Bridgestone

Corporation � sCorporation �s Objections to Plaintiffs �  Discovery Requests, dated March 16,Corporation �s Objections to Plaintiffs � Discovery Requests, dated March 16, 2001.)  BCorporation �s Objections to Plaintiffs �  Discovery Requests, dated March 16, 2001.)  Because of

Bridgestone �sBridgestone �s refusal to iBridgestone �s refusal to identify anBridgestone �s refusal to identify and produce persons with knowledge, and in light of the current

briefingbriefing schedule,  Plaintiffs have little choice but to pbriefing schedule,  Plaintiffs have little choice but to proceed wbriefing schedule,  Plaintiffs have little choice but to proceed with the deposition of Mr. Kita, the

only individual who has been identified in Bridgestone � s papers.    

Bridgestone �sBridgestone � s claimBridgestone � s claim that it is somehow surprised by the need forBridgestone � s claim that it is somehow surprised by the need for depositions on the issue of

personalpersonal jurisdiction compersonal jurisdiction completely personal jurisdiction completely ignores the deposition notices served on them in early March.

ThereThere hasThere has been no changeThere has been no change of strategy.   The change in strategy, if any, has been to adapt to



1  Under the  Under the Order Regarding Bridgestone Corporation � s Motion for  Under the Order Regarding Bridgestone Corporation � s Motion for Protective Order dated
AprilApril 6th, aApril 6th, a supplemental pleading byApril 6th, a supplemental pleading by Plaintiffs is due two weeks from the receipt of Bridgestone � s
materials,materials, thirty days from the date of the Order.  If Bridgestone �s responses are fomaterials, thirty days from the date of the Order.  If Bridgestone �s responses are forthcominmaterials, thirty days from the date of the Order.  If Bridgestone �s responses are forthcoming,
PlaintiffsPlaintiffs calculate the supplemental filing will bePlaintiffs calculate the supplemental filing will be due on MayPlaintiffs calculate the supplemental filing will be due on May 21, 2001, just over two weeks away.
Clearly, time is of the essence.

2  Of course, Plain  Of course, Plaintiffs ma  Of course, Plaintiffs make no concessions as to their rights to conduct 30(b)(6)
examinationsexaminations of Bridgestone witnesses; clearly, Plaintiffs are enexaminations of Bridgestone witnesses; clearly, Plaintiffs are entitledexaminations of Bridgestone witnesses; clearly, Plaintiffs are entitled to such discovery.  The
PlaintiffsPlaintiffs have simply chosen to limit their deposition to Mr.Plaintiffs have simply chosen to limit their deposition to Mr. Kita at the presentPlaintiffs have simply chosen to limit their deposition to Mr. Kita at the present time, in recognition
of,of, among other thingof, among other things, the Courtof, among other things, the Court �s desire to resolve this matter in an expeditious fashion, as set
forth in the April 6th Order.
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Bridgestone �sBridgestone �s continued stonewalling and to ackBridgestone �s continued stonewalling and to acknoBridgestone �s continued stonewalling and to acknowledge the Courts �  ruling with respect to the

timingtiming of completing the briefing on the jurisdictional issue.1  As a result of Bridgestone �s

intransigenceintransigence onintransigence on discovery generally and the resulting time pressure,  Plaintiffsintransigence on discovery generally and the resulting time pressure,  Plaintiffs have chosen  to limit

the depositions they seek at thethe depositions they seek at the present time.2  Bridgestone cannot have it both ways:  to refuse to

identifyidentify identify andidentify and produce persons with knowledge or information on matters relating to jurisdictional

matters,matters, andmatters, and then to complain when Plaintiffs seek to depose thematters, and then to complain when Plaintiffs seek to depose the single person who Bridgestone has

identifiedidentified in connectionidentified in connection with that issue.  Bridgestone, not the Plaintiffs, hasidentified in connection with that issue.  Bridgestone, not the Plaintiffs, has unnecessarily delayed

this (or any) deposition by refusing to identify and produce relevant witnesses.

b. The cases cited by Bridgestone do not support its position.

BridgestoneBridgestone contends that Plaintiffs suffer from the  � misguided belief that they are  � entitled �

toto take Mr. Kita �s deposition at any timeto take Mr. Kita �s deposition at any time and at any to take Mr. Kita �s deposition at any time and at any place simply because Mr. Kita executed an

affidavitaffidavit in support of Bridgestone � saffidavit in support of Bridgestone � s motion to dismiss �  and that  � [i]naffidavit in support of Bridgestone � s motion to dismiss �  and that  � [i]n this respect, plaintiffs are just

plainplain wrong. �   Defendant �s Response atplain wrong. �   Defendant � s Response at 3.plain wrong. �   Defendant � s Response at 3. The three decisions that Bridgestone cites in support of

thatthat contention, however, do not suggest that Plaintiffs cannot depose Mr. Kita in this countrythat contention, however, do not suggest that Plaintiffs cannot depose Mr. Kita in this country under

thethe circumstances of this case.  To the contrary, each of those casesthe circumstances of this case.  To the contrary, each of those cases actually supports thethe circumstances of this case.  To the contrary, each of those cases actually supports the entry of

anan order compelling Bridgestone to make Mr. Kita available for a deposition in thisan order compelling Bridgestone to make Mr. Kita available for a deposition in this country so that
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thethe Plaintiffs maythe Plaintiffs may explore the statements and conclusions in his affidavit relatingthe Plaintiffs may explore the statements and conclusions in his affidavit relating to Bridgestone �s

contacts in this country.

InIn Chris-Craft Industrial Products, Inc. v. Kukaray Company, Ltd,, 184 F.R.D. 605 (N.D., 184 F.R.D. 605 (N.D. Ill.

1999),1999), the first decision1999), the first decision cited by Bridgestone, the defendant did not seek to dismiss1999), the first decision cited by Bridgestone, the defendant did not seek to dismiss the action based

uponupon the lack of personal jurisdiction, nor did it file anyupon the lack of personal jurisdiction, nor did it file any affidavits challenging the plaintiffs �  claims,

asas Bridgestone has done in the present matter.  Instead, the Japanese defendant filedas Bridgestone has done in the present matter.  Instead, the Japanese defendant filed as Bridgestone has done in the present matter.  Instead, the Japanese defendant filed an answer,

raisedraised a counterclaim against the plaintiraised a counterclaim against the plaintifraised a counterclaim against the plaintiff, and filed a third-party complaint against the plaintiff �s

parentparent company.  The plaintiff then  soparent company.  The plaintiff then  sought tparent company.  The plaintiff then  sought to schedule the depositions of eight (8) Japanese

ememployeesemployees of the defendant to be conducted in the United States with only five (5) days ademployees of the defendant to be conducted in the United States with only five (5) days advancemployees of the defendant to be conducted in the United States with only five (5) days advance

notice..  Not surprisingly, the.  Not surprisingly, the defendant filed a motion for a.  Not surprisingly, the defendant filed a motion for a protective order.  The court granted that

motion in part, and ordered that the depositions go forward in Japan.

TheThe Court noted that the  � general rule is thatThe Court noted that the  � general rule is that the deposition of aThe Court noted that the  � general rule is that the deposition of a corporation by its agents and

officersofficers should be taken at the corporation �s principalofficers should be taken at the corporation � s principal place of business . . .officers should be taken at the corporation �s principal place of business . . . unless there are unusual

circumstancescircumstances whichcircumstances which justify . . .circumstances which justify . . .  an inconvenience to the corporation. �   Chris-Craft, 184 F.R.D. at

607.607.   The Plaintiff argued607.   The Plaintiff argued that it should be permitted to conduct the depositions in607.   The Plaintiff argued that it should be permitted to conduct the depositions in Illinois because

thethe Japanese defendant hadthe Japanese defendant had raised a permissive counterclaim.the Japanese defendant had raised a permissive counterclaim.  The court accepted that  reasoning,

butbut rejected that argument in that case becausebut rejected that argument in that case because the plaintiff hbut rejected that argument in that case because the plaintiff had indicated that it did not intend to

taketake the deposition for the purpose otake the deposition for the purpose of explorintake the deposition for the purpose of exploring the counterclaim, but instead sought to use the

deposition to conduct discovery relating to its own claims against the defendant.  

InIn the present case, in contrast, the Plaintiffs are not seeking to depose In the present case, in contrast, the Plaintiffs are not seeking to depose a widIn the present case, in contrast, the Plaintiffs are not seeking to depose a wide range of

BridgBridgestoneBridgestone �sBridgestone �s Japanese employees at this time for the purpose of developing the merits of their

claims;claims; instead, the Plaintiffs seekclaims; instead, the Plaintiffs seek to depose a single Bridgestoneclaims; instead, the Plaintiffs seek to depose a single Bridgestone employee to explore the Court � s



3 Ironically, the only burden Bridgestone Ironically, the only burden Bridgestone attempts to manufacture is the suggestion that the
 � deposition �deposition of Mr. Kita may delay Bridgestone �s responses [to plai �deposition of Mr. Kita may delay Bridgestone �s responses [to plaint �deposition of Mr. Kita may delay Bridgestone �s responses [to plaintiffs � written discovery
requests] �.requests] � .  Defendant �s Response at 2, n.1.  The Court should not countenarequests] � .  Defendant �s Response at 2, n.1.  The Court should not countenancrequests] �.  Defendant �s Response at 2, n.1.  The Court should not countenance Bridgestone �s
threatenedthreatened delay in responding to Plaintiffs � outstanding discovery requests as a  �burden � that
shouldshould allow Bridgestone to avoidshould allow Bridgestone to avoid producing Mr. Kita for a deposition as requested by the Plaintiffs.
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personalpersonal jurisdictiopersonal jurisdictionpersonal jurisdiction over Bridgestone, the precise subject of the affidavit that such employee

submitted to the Court in this matter.

InIn proceedingIn proceeding to order the depositions in Chris-Craft to go forward  in to go forward  in Japan, the Court also

examinedexamined the evidence submitted byexamined the evidence submitted by theexamined the evidence submitted by the defendant as to the economic burden that would be imposed

ifif the Court required the Japanese employees to travel if the Court required the Japanese employees to travel to this coif the Court required the Japanese employees to travel to this country.   The Court �s reasoning

demonstrates the obvious differences between that case and the present matter:

TheThe second reason why the court finds that these depositions should notThe second reason why the court finds that these depositions should not be taken in
IllinoisIllinois is that the [Japanese] defendants have made a substantial shIllinois is that the [Japanese] defendants have made a substantial showingIllinois is that the [Japanese] defendants have made a substantial showing Illinois is that the [Japanese] defendants have made a substantial showing tIllinois is that the [Japanese] defendants have made a substantial showing that having
theirtheir employees deposed in Illinois would create an undue  burden.   [Plaintiff] has
noticednoticed the depositions of eight [Japanese] executives. The [Japanese] defnoticed the depositions of eight [Japanese] executives. The [Japanese] defendanoticed the depositions of eight [Japanese] executives. The [Japanese] defendants
hhavehave submitted uncontroverted evidence that forcing each of these execuhave submitted uncontroverted evidence that forcing each of these executives thave submitted uncontroverted evidence that forcing each of these executives to
traveltravel from Japan to Chicago will impose a more travel from Japan to Chicago will impose a more significant travel from Japan to Chicago will impose a more significant cost on [the Japanese
defendant]defendant] in terms ofdefendant] in terms of lost executive workdefendant] in terms of lost executive work time and expenses than if the depositions
werewere taken were taken in Japan.   were taken in Japan.   In addition, [the Japanese Defendant �s] fiscal year ends on
MarchMarch 31,March 31, 1999.   AllMarch 31, 1999.   All of the noticed executives are involved in meeting the tight
deadlinesdeadlines imposed by the fiscal year'sdeadlines imposed by the fiscal year's end.   If the depositions take placedeadlines imposed by the fiscal year's end.   If the depositions take place in Illinois
insteadinstead of Japan, [the Japanese defendant] will be precinstead of Japan, [the Japanese defendant] will be precluded finstead of Japan, [the Japanese defendant] will be precluded from successfully
closing its fiscal year, causing economic loss to [the Japanese Defendant].  

Chris-Craft,, 184 F.R.D. at 607- 608.   None of these circu, 184 F.R.D. at 607- 608.   None of these circumst, 184 F.R.D. at 607- 608.   None of these circumstances exist in the present case.

BridgestoneBridgestone has not submitted any evidence that the schBridgestone has not submitted any evidence that the schedBridgestone has not submitted any evidence that the scheduling of Mr. Kita �s deposition in this

countrycountry will impose any economic burden upon it.3   There is no suggestion that   There is no suggestion that producing Mr. Kita

forfor a depositionfor a deposition in this country will threaten Bridgestone � s ongoing business operations in anyfor a deposition in this country will threaten Bridgestone � s ongoing business operations in any way.

As the Plaintiffs pointed out in their opening memorandum, it will be substantially more efficient



4   See also (A) Class Plaintiffs � Preliminar (A) Class Plaintiffs � Preliminary Respon (A) Class Plaintiffs � Preliminary Response to Defendant Bridgestone
Corporation �sCorporation � s Motion to Dismiss Master Complaint for LackCorporation � s Motion to Dismiss Master Complaint for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction;Corporation � s Motion to Dismiss Master Complaint for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction; and (B) Class
Plaintiffs � Plaintiffs � (1) Response Plaintiffs � (1) Response to BridgePlaintiffs � (1) Response to Bridgestone Corporation �s Motion for Protective Order; and (2)
SupplementalSupplemental Response to BridgestonSupplemental Response to Bridgestone CorporSupplemental Response to Bridgestone Corporation �s Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal
Jurisdiction (presenting evidence of Bridgestone �s personnel �s  presence in the United States.)  
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forfor Mr.for Mr. Kita  to travel to this country thanfor Mr. Kita  to travel to this country than for the lawyers representing all of the various parties in

this matter to travel to Japan. 

InIn Snow Becker Krauss, P.C. v. Proyectos E Instalaciones De Desalacion, S.A., 1992 WL

395598395598 (Dec. 11, 395598 (Dec. 11, 1992, S.395598 (Dec. 11, 1992, S.D.N.Y.), the court similarly ordered that the deposition of a foreign

defendant bedefendant be taken overseas to protect the defendant from the burden and expense ofdefendant be taken overseas to protect the defendant from the burden and expense of transporting

itsits emploits employees to thiits employees to this country.  The Court emphasized (1) that there was no evidence that the

defendants �defendants �  representativesdefendants �  representatives regularly travel to United States for business; (2) that thedefendants �  representatives regularly travel to United States for business; (2) that the Court did not

anticipateanticipate discovery disputes requiring the Court � s intervention during the deposition;anticipate discovery disputes requiring the Court � s intervention during the deposition; andanticipate discovery disputes requiring the Court � s intervention during the deposition; and (3) that

thethe burden of overseas travel placed a significant financial burden onthe burden of overseas travel placed a significant financial burden on both sides, regardlessthe burden of overseas travel placed a significant financial burden on both sides, regardless of which

country the court selected as the location for the deposition.  

TheThe application of each of these considerations to the present matter counsels in favor of

schedulingscheduling Mr.scheduling Mr. Kita � s deposition in this country.  Firestonescheduling Mr. Kita �s deposition in this country.  Firestone admits that  � Bridgestone engineers are

assignedassigned on a rotatingassigned on a rotating basis to work on the design and development of racingassigned on a rotating basis to work on the design and development of racing tires at Firestone. �  (Ex.

3.,3., Respons3., Response to Int3., Response to Interrogatory No. 18, Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc. �s Response to Plaintiff �s

InterrogatoriesInterrogatories on the Issue of JuriInterrogatories on the Issue of JurisdictioInterrogatories on the Issue of Jurisdiction Over Bridgestone Corporation.4  In addition,

Bridgestone �sBridgestone �s resistance to the Plaintiffs � request to depose Mr. Kita suggests Bridgestone �s resistance to the Plaintiffs � request to depose Mr. Kita suggests that adBridgestone �s resistance to the Plaintiffs � request to depose Mr. Kita suggests that additional

discoverydiscovery disputes are likely to arise during the course discovery disputes are likely to arise during the course of Mdiscovery disputes are likely to arise during the course of Mr. Kita �s deposition, which will be

difficultdifficult difficult to present to tdifficult to present to the Court from Japan.  Finally, as set forth above, the financial burden of
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requiringrequiring a single individual to travel from Japan to the United States pales in comparison to the

financial burden of requiring counsel for all of the parties to travel to Japan for a deposition.

InIn Gulf UGulf Union InsuraGulf Union Insurance Company v. M/C Lacerta, 1992 WL 51532 (March 9, 1992

S.D.N.Y),S.D.N.Y), another case citedS.D.N.Y), another case cited by Bridgestone,S.D.N.Y), another case cited by Bridgestone, the court examined a jurisdictional issue in the context

ofof an admof an admiralty disof an admiralty dispute involving a single shipment of goods.  The court found that once a prima

facie showing of jurisdiction was made, deposition discovery on this issue was proper.  The analysis

thenthen moved to the location ofthen moved to the location of depositions involving a foreign defendant, and afterthen moved to the location of depositions involving a foreign defendant, and after noting the general

presumptionpresumption that a depositionpresumption that a deposition should be conducted in the districtpresumption that a deposition should be conducted in the district where the defendant resides, the

courtcourt explained the factors to consider incourt explained the factors to consider in overcomingcourt explained the factors to consider in overcoming this presumption.  Gulf Union Insurance, at

5.5.  The court employed a thre5.  The court employed a three-factor an5.  The court employed a three-factor analysis to determine whether the presumption should be

suspended,suspended,  � examining cost,suspended,  � examining cost, convenience and litigation efficiency. �   Id., citation, citation omitted.  The court

heldheld in that case thatheld in that case that there was no showing that the costs would beheld in that case that there was no showing that the costs would be any different in either location,

andand thand thaand that litigation efficiency would be enhanced by holding the deposition abroad where the

corporate records were located.  

InIn tIn theIn the In the presentIn the present In the present case,In the present case, In the present case, PlaintiffsIn the present case, Plaintiffs  In the present case, Plaintiffs  haveIn the present case, Plaintiffs  have In the present case, Plaintiffs  have previouslyIn the present case, Plaintiffs  have previously In the present case, Plaintiffs  have previously submitteIn the present case, Plaintiffs  have previously submitted evidence from Bridgestone boasting

aboutabout its regional headquarters in Nashville, Tennessee and its testing and research about its regional headquarters in Nashville, Tennessee and its testing and research andabout its regional headquarters in Nashville, Tennessee and its testing and research and about its regional headquarters in Nashville, Tennessee and its testing and research and develoabout its regional headquarters in Nashville, Tennessee and its testing and research and development

throughoutthroughout thethroughout the United States. See Class Plaintiffs �  Preliminary Response to Defendant Bridgestone

Corporation � sCorporation �s Motion to Dismiss Master Complaint for Lack of Personal JurisdictionCorporation �s Motion to Dismiss Master Complaint for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction; Corporation �s Motion to Dismiss Master Complaint for Lack of Personal Jurisdiction; and Class

Plaintiffs �Plaintiffs � (1) Response to Bridgestone Corporation �s Motion for Plaintiffs � (1) Response to Bridgestone Corporation �s Motion for ProtectivPlaintiffs � (1) Response to Bridgestone Corporation �s Motion for Protective Order; and (2)

SupplementalSupplemental Response Supplemental Response to BridgSupplemental Response to Bridgestone Corporation �s Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Personal

Jurisdiction.Jurisdiction. The present matter is a far cry from anJurisdiction. The present matter is a far cry from an admiralty dispute involving a single journeyJurisdiction. The present matter is a far cry from an admiralty dispute involving a single journey by

a single ship.  Bridgestone holds itself out as a global citizen.  



5 At the Court �s request, Pla At the Court �s request, Plaint At the Court �s request, Plaintiffs � counsel is coordinating their efforts with state court
actions.actions.  Because Mr. Kita �s affidavit is being submitted in jurisdictions across the nation,
potentially dozens of plaintiffs �  counsel have an interest in this matter.  
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InIn furtherIn further contrast to the present case, the court inIn further contrast to the present case, the court in Gulf Union explicitly found no need for

judicialjudicial oversight of the discovery  process.  See Gulf Union Insurance, at 5.  Once again,

Bridgestone �sBridgestone �s unfortunateBridgestone � s unfortunate resistance to theBridgestone �s unfortunate resistance to the deposition of Mr. Kita suggests that discovery disputes

willwill arise duringwill arise during the coursewill arise during the course of Mr. Kita �s examination.  In addition, the costs involved in travel to

JapanJapan by the interested parties in this matter are cleaJapan by the interested parties in this matter are clearly prohibitiJapan by the interested parties in this matter are clearly prohibitive.  Cost, convenience, and

litigation efficiency all mitigate toward bringing Mr. Kita to the United States.5

AsAs to Bridgestone �s contention that Mr. Kita may be deposed only through thAs to Bridgestone �s contention that Mr. Kita may be deposed only through the JAs to Bridgestone �s contention that Mr. Kita may be deposed only through the Japanese

ConsularConsular Convention and Protocol, the Plaintiffs note that Court has preConsular Convention and Protocol, the Plaintiffs note that Court has previouConsular Convention and Protocol, the Plaintiffs note that Court has previously discouraged

BridgestoneBridgestone from relying uponBridgestone from relying upon such diplomatic procedures withBridgestone from relying upon such diplomatic procedures with respect to service of process in this

matter.matter.  It is surprising that Bmatter.  It is surprising that Bridgestone woulmatter.  It is surprising that Bridgestone would invoke a diplomatic protocol as a barrier to Mr.

Kita �sKita �s Kita �s deposKita �s deposition, especially after submitting his affidavit to the Court and asking the Court to

acceptaccept that affidavit as the principal basis for granting Bridgestone � saccept that affidavit as the principal basis for granting Bridgestone � s motionaccept that affidavit as the principal basis for granting Bridgestone � s motion to dismiss.  See Societe

NationalNational Industrielle Aerospatiale et. al. v. United States District Court for theNational Industrielle Aerospatiale et. al. v. United States District Court for the Southern DistrictNational Industrielle Aerospatiale et. al. v. United States District Court for the Southern District of

Iowa,, 482 U.S. 522,, 482 U.S. 522, 107 S.Ct. 2542 (1987) (diplomatic protocol of the Hague Convention does not

provideprovide the exclusive and mandatory procedure for obtaining foreign testimony, nor does it deprive

the district court of jurisdiction).

Finally,Finally, Bridgestone �sFinally, Bridgestone �s assertion that Plaintiffs  � tie their recently allegedFinally, Bridgestone � s assertion that Plaintiffs  � tie their recently alleged need for deposition

ofof Mr. Kita on the issue of how Japanof Mr. Kita on the issue of how Japanese-maof Mr. Kita on the issue of how Japanese-manufactured tires get to the United States �  misses the

point.point. point.  (Defendant � s  Response at 4)  Evidence of Bridgestone � s U.S. presence mounts daily, but this

particularparticular proof further supports a findiparticular proof further supports a findinparticular proof further supports a finding of specific jurisdiction  - showing Bridgestone
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participatedparticipated in the manufacture of the defective tires at issue.  Plaintiffs are enti.  Plaintiffs are entitled to explor.  Plaintiffs are entitled to explore

statements in Mr. Kita � s Affidavit regarding Bridgestone � s contacts in this county in general.   

c. Plaintiffs have met their prima facie showing andPlaintiffs have met their prima facie showing and shouldPlaintiffs have met their prima facie showing and should be allowed to
deposedepose Mr. Kita on the issues on which he is depose Mr. Kita on the issues on which he is being offdepose Mr. Kita on the issues on which he is being offered by
Bridgestone.

CourtsCourts have recognized thatCourts have recognized that facts whichCourts have recognized that facts which would conclusively establish personal jurisdiction

overover the defendants are often in the exclusive coover the defendants are often in the exclusive control oover the defendants are often in the exclusive control of the defendant.  Joseph A. Hansen v.

NuemuellerNuemueller GmbH, a foreign corporation, 163, 163 F.R.D. 471 (D.C., 163 F.R.D. 471 (D.C. Del. 1995) (allowing depositions

onon the issue of personal jurisdiction overon the issue of personal jurisdiction over a foreign corporation);on the issue of personal jurisdiction over a foreign corporation); Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee

v.v. L �Union, 723 F.2d 357, 362 (3d Cir. 1983).  The Magistrate �s April 6th Order recognized, 723 F.2d 357, 362 (3d Cir. 1983).  The Magistrate � s April 6th Order recognized tha, 723 F.2d 357, 362 (3d Cir. 1983).  The Magistrate �s April 6th Order recognized that

eveneven with only publicly availableven with only publicly availableeven with only publicly available material, Plaintiffs have made a prima facie showing of a basis

forfor jurisdiction, affording thefor jurisdiction, affording them the ofor jurisdiction, affording them the opportunity to conduct formal discovery on this issue.  Order

RegardingRegarding BridgestoneRegarding Bridgestone Corporation � s Motion for Protective Order.  The general rules surrounding

liberliberalliberal discovliberal discovery also apply where the plaintiff seeks discovery to establish personal jurisdiction.

 As the court in Hansen explained:

AA plaintiff whoA plaintiff who is a total stranger to a corporation shouldA plaintiff who is a total stranger to a corporation should not be required, unless he
hashas been undiligent, to try such an issue on affidavits without the benefit of full
discovery.discovery.   . .discovery.   . . . in such event the plaintiff was certainly entitled to file such further
interrogatoriesinterrogatories as were reasonably necessary and, if he wished, to take depositions.
TheThe condemnation of plaintiff � s proposed furtherThe condemnation of plaintiff � s proposed further activities as aThe condemnation of plaintiff � s proposed further activities as a  � fishing expedition �
waswas unwarranted.  When the fish is identified,was unwarranted.  When the fish is identified, and thewas unwarranted.  When the fish is identified, and the question is whether it is in the
pond, we know no reason to deny a plaintiff the customary license. �   

Hansen, 163 F.R.D. at 474 (quoting Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinee).
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III. Conclusion

ForFor all of the reasons set forth above and in theFor all of the reasons set forth above and in the Plaintiffs �For all of the reasons set forth above and in the Plaintiffs � opening brief, the Court should

eithereither ordeeither order Beither order Bridgestone to produce Mr. Kita for a deposition in this country forthwith or, in the

alternative strike Mr. Kita �s declaration from the record in this matter.
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